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Iâ€™m very pleased to take part in Style Maker Fabricsâ€˜ Spring Blog Tour! Michelleâ€™s latest fabrics
represent the best of Spring with fresh palettes and designs in many fabric types.
Goodbye Valentino | Butterick 5526
Bobbin Street Gift Bags, Boxes and Bowls USB 22 PDF Files with Tutorial Booklet 441439
Bobbin Street Gift Bags, Boxes and Bowls USB 22 PDF Files
Over the past few years, I've increasingly turned to sewing magazines for both inspiration and patterns. It
began with Knipmode, when they expanded their sizing to a European 54 on every pattern published, and
has continued with Burda, as they've improved their plus size (EU 44-52) collections.
Idle Fancy
I have been hanging on to these t-shirts for such a long time, waiting for the perfect refashion inspiration.
Both t-shirts are lovely fabric, being from Metalicus, but both were too tight and showed off too many lumps
and bumps for my liking.I've come across a few ways to loosen a tight t-shirt in blogland, but none that felt
quite right for these tops.
meggipeg: Refashion two tight t-shirts into one flowing top
I made a skirt in 2016. A self-drafted mini skirt, in a black quilted fabric. And I wore it for the umpteenth time
to my local today. I wore it with pride. Because I made it. Because I feel comfortable in it and because
Iâ€™ve created something that is so versatile, it gets to be office wear as much as an invitation to party.
ooobop â€“ Sewing a hand made wardrobe
CraftSanity Podcast Episode 220: A conversation with Beryl Bartkus, founder of Ability Weavers, a Michigan
weaving studio created to employ people with developmental disabilities
MaÃ§Ã£ Dentada: Sac Dress
Roman v. City of Newark â€” civil rights â€” partial reversal â€” Ambro. A man was arrested for possession of
illegal drugs, but the charges were dropped when the search ruled unlawful. The man then sued the officers
and the city for violating his civil rights.
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